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Modulated orders are ubiquitous in cuprates

Main Idea:
Preformed finite momentum cooper pairs in
Strange metal phase.

=> Finite momentum bosons with charge 2e
Interacting with each other and with the fermions

Strange metal phase

Hoffman Science (‘02) Superposition of orders

Entanglement of orders

with constraint

Chakraborty et al. PRB 100 (22), 224511 (‘19)
Grandadam et al. PRB  102 (12), 121104  (‘20)



Experiments on Strange metal in Cuprates
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 arXiv:2012.01208
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Incoherent 
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Planckian 
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Legros et al. Nature 
(‘19)



The Model

Bosons → No hot spots cold spots of the  Fermi 
Surface

Scatter uniformly with other species



Bosons scattering through fermions

Scattering with fermions leads to 
Landau damping.

Bosonic propagator

Self Energy corrections 
 Real part renormalized the mass term
 Imaginary part changes the Landau 

Damping coeffcients coefficient

Strategy 
Calculate these corrections 
perturbatively



Bosonic “Mass” renormalization

No renormalization of the imaginary part

Second order corrections to the self-energy negligible



Longitudinal conductivity 



Optical Conductivity

Classic Drude Form

Scattering rate is linear in T
(up to logarithmic corrections)

The Drude width increases 
Linearly with T

Hall conductivity vanishes due
to the particle hole symmetry
of the theory

Planckian dissipation?



Singlet

Mass renormalization due to zeeman field

Magnetoresistance

Magnetoresistance

Quadratic H dependence for electron pair singlet



Magnetoresistance

Triplet
Mass renormalization due to zeeman field

So we have linear in H MR when H>>T
And a quadratic H dep, when H<<T

N. E. Hussey et al.
 arXiv:2012.01208



Conclusions

➢ Charge-two bosons with finite momentum can describe different anomalies of the 
strange metal phase.

➢ Such bosons can originate from fluctuating pair density waves states, which are 
finite momentum cooper pairs.

➢ Gives linear in T resistivity with a Drude form of optical conductivity.

➢ These bosons are incoherent and does not contribute to the Hall conductivity.

➢ If in addition these finite momentum cooper pairs have triplet spin symmetry they 
can also give a linear in H magnetoresistance, that has been recently observed.
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